In this paper an integrated simulation and optimization approach for real-time operation management of on-site energy systems within manufacturing facilities is proposed and evaluated. Expected outcomes of on-site energy systems are highly dependent not only on system sizing but are also affected by system utilisation. The latter is dependent on the choice of operational management strategy for integrated components. Although fixed operational strategies can guarantee reliable performance and enhance the outcomes of individual components, system effectiveness can drop severely at the utilisation stage in the presence of multiple energy supply options and operating environment dynamics. There is, therefore, a need for autonomous operation management systems that can compensate for the existing shortcomings of fixed operational strategies. Real-time optimization of controllable options has shown potential for continuous and optimal decision-making. However the lack of a reliable, optimal and practical solution has been identified.
can be subject to several time-dependent factors such as dynamic energy demand of manufacturing plants, real-time energy pricing, uncertain availability of the generators and their potential intermittency (Carvalho, Romero, Shields, & Millar, 2014; Firestone & Berkeley, 2007; Lozano, Carvalho, & Serra, 2011) . For example, figure 1 illustrates the dynamics of power and heat demand of the studied manufacturing plant over two weeks caused by varying production plans. Consequently these operational strategies result in static optimization and offline solutions where their application is restricted as planning tools (Baños et al., 2011; Gamou et al., 2002; Hiremath, Shikha, & Ravindranath, 2007) . Altogether the operational management of on-site energy systems is a dynamic problem that requires a real-time solution (Bonvin, Srinivasan, & Ruppen, 2002; Vallianou & Frangopoulos, 2012) . In this case the model predictive control (MPC) method is used to assure optimal operation of CHP systems in a continuous manner (Cho, Luck, & Chamra, 2010; Vallianou & Frangopoulos, 2012; Yun, Cho, Luck, & Mago, 2011) . These studies form a closed loop approach and have demonstrated around 18% cost savings. Additionally the multi-agent approach has been studied to achieve autonomous and continuous operation management of energy systems (Kim, Lim, & Kinoshita, 2012; Logenthiran, Srinivasan, Khambadkone, & Aung, 2012; Meiqin, Wei, & Chang, 2011; Dimeas & Hatziargyriou, 2005) . Compared with MPC approach this can take into account interactions among different system components as agents through communication channels. However unlike MPC approaches, they cannot guarantee optimal results since they are based on operational rules and bidding strategy where system forecasts are not taken into account (Kim et al., 2012; Kim, Kinoshita, & Shin, 2010; Smitha & Chacko, 2013) .
Despite the suggested advantages of real-time operation management, the lack of reliable, optimal and practical solution that can be applied continuously is a major shortcoming that is explained at the Background section of this paper. As a result, the fixed operational strategy is still the dominant operational approach to managing CHP assets within manufacturing plants. Therefore the problem is still an open research topic, which requires the development of comprehensive models and real-time operation management solutions to assure optimal system utilization subject to operating environment dynamics. This should also form the basis for renewable energy supply and storage integration in the future (Wille-Haussmann, Erge, & Wittwer, 2010 ).
An integrated simulation and optimization approach is proposed in this paper to address existing shortcomings. The rest of this paper is organized as follows; real-time execution requirements and the limitations of existing modeling approaches are identified in the background section. The methodology section describes details of the proposed solution and underlying developed models. Next, a case study with results generated through the application of the developed methodology is presented. Finally, the conclusion section summaries the potential outcomes and future work that need to be conducted.
Background
The first requirement for real-time operation of on-site energy systems is reliability and this requires the application of comprehensive models of the system components to assure unit commitment (Chang, Tsai, Lai, & Chung, 2004) . In this case each generator has different operational states such as purge, initiation and cooling down with specific state based characteristics (fuel consumption rate, ramp up/down rates or efficiency). Moreover associated dynamic transitions such as, block times or minimum up/down times should be integrated accordingly (Ghadimi, Kara, & Kornfeld, 2014a; Mitra, Sun, & Grossmann, 2013) . As a result two state (on and off) assumption of existing mathematical modelling approaches cannot comprehensively represent system component behavior for continuous and timely applications (Colson, Nehrir, & Pourmousavi, 2010; Kraning, Chu, Lavaei, & Boyd, 2012) .
In this case, although mode based modelling takes into account operational states, it results in a deterministic model, where associated transitions are only time and condition driven (Mitra et al., 2013) . Therefore this type of modelling cannot cover the fundamental requirement of being interactive with regards to system dynamics and interaction between integrated components at the operation stage (Ghadimi et al., 2014a; Kim et al., 2012; Logenthiran et al., 2012) .
Furthermore to ensure the reliability of system operation, developed models should be precise enough to represent system behaviors and their associated constraints in real-time, in other words second or even millisecond intervals. In this case, one of the constraints that should be modelled effectively to represent unit commitment is the ramp rate of the generators. Ramp rate represents the capability of the generators in ramping up or down over any two successive time steps. Although existing studies have modelled this constraint over long time intervals (15 minutes to one hour), they do not adequately represent the component behavior in short time intervals (Kraning et al., 2012; Xie & Ilić, 2009 ). In fact the long time intervals assumed in the reviewed case studies would permit a generator to ramp down from any instantaneous applied load to the off state and then ramp up back from off mode to minimum applicable load. For instance, a mid-sized reciprocating engine (1 MW) with 6 ramp rate can ramp up or down up to 5 times its rated capacity in the course of 15 minutes (6 × 60 × 15 = 5400 = 5.4 ). Consequently ramp rate constraints can be redundant in representing generator behavior in models that assume long time intervals. This is illustrated in figure 2, which shows the power demand fluctuation of the studied manufacturing plant over one day with a resolution of 15 seconds. If this demand were modelled at long time intervals, we might assume that the engine could completely follow the load fluctuations, however in reality the generator is constrained to respond at very short time intervals.
Figure 2. Ramp rate constraint subject to long and short time intervals with regards to power demand fluctuations
In addition, existing ramp rate modelling approaches subject to short time intervals, force generators to permanently keep their initial operating state to prevent constraint violation even though switching to off or on www.ccsenet.org/mas Modern Applied Science Vol. 9, No. 2; mode might be an optimal solution (Carrión & Arroyo, 2006) . To demonstrate this, a generator with a 90 ramp rate cannot switch to the off state as it needs to ramp down at least from the minimum applicable load (300 kW) to 0 kW in 15 seconds which will violate the 90 constraint. As a result, mathematical models that assume long time intervals cannot be used for real-time applications. This therefore necessitates a different modelling approach for real-time applications.
Moreover, to assure system reliability dynamic operational constraints should be integrated into the problem formulation in order to achieve continuous and reliable operation of the on-site energy systems. In fact the problem cannot be considered as a sequence of independent time intervals in which constraints are of a static nature and are generally assumed to be unchanged during system operation. On the contrary, there are time dependent constraints that get changed along the system operation and based on previous decisions (Kim et al., 2010; Yun et al., 2011) . For instance, the unavailability of generators due to block time or minimum downtime in addition to accumulated utilization rate and network charges can be considered as dynamic operational constraints. As a result consideration of dynamic constraints requires integration of the system operation history into the problem formulation.
As a second requirement, any proposed solution should continuously generate optimal operational signals for integrated components. This is usually formulated as a deterministic optimization problem whereas there is a possibility that operating environment conditions deviate from what is expected at the operation stage (Mitra et al., 2012; Gamou et al., 2002) . Consequently, the operational management scheme should be capable of including not only the current system condition but also potential future dynamics along the rolling control time horizon (CTH) (Bausa & Tsatsaronis, 1999; Douglass, 2002; Mayhorn et al., 2012; Vallianou & Frangopoulos, 2012) .
Finally the proposed solution needs to be implemented at short time intervals over the rolling CTH, especially if the system consists of renewable energy technologies with intermittent output (Kraning et al., 2012) . As a result the proposed solution should be computationally inexpensive. In this case, mathematical formulations that are based on pure optimization methods are subject to serious limitations to be executed in real-time where the model is overloaded subject to presence of several integrated components, operating environment dynamics and coverage of long CTH (Mitra et al., 2013; Marshman, Chmelyk, Sidhu, Gopaluni, & Dumont, 2010) . As a result, although there are studies that use mathematical modelling or scenario-based approaches for optimization, they lose their interpretability and practicality for real-time applications and get limited to optimal operation planning purposes (Salgado & Pedrero, 2008) . Balanced against there are studies that relax the unit commitment problem or convert it into a convex form to be solved in polynomial time (Kraning et al., 2012; Rong, Hakonen, & Lahdelma, 2009) . However this approach requires assumptions that will disregard the reliability requirement at the operation stage.
In summary, to the knowledge of the authors, most of the work in this field is best suited to offline application. Consequently there is need to develop an enhanced operational strategy that can compensate for the aforementioned shortcomings. An integrated simulation and optimization approach that decomposes the problem formulation and can cope with concurrent computation and communication requirements is introduced in this paper. This will fulfill existing quest for a reliable, optimal and practical solution to autonomously manage on-site energy system in real-time, which was the major driver for this study. The following section describes details of the proposed methodology and its underlying modelling approaches.
Methodology
As stated in the background section, existing operational strategies are incapable to continuously cover the reliability and optimality requirements of the CHP systems in a practical manner. The methodology proposed in this study addresses the aforementioned shortcomings by integrating simulation and optimization methods. The following sections describe the details of this approach and its implementation strategy, which aims to enable the real-time operation management of on-site energy systems.
Methodology Overview
Figure 3 provides an overview of the Real-time Integrated Simulation and Optimization methodology (RISO), which consists of two main modules. The first is the simulation module, in which comprehensive models of energy system components, operation history and forecasts are integrated. The second is the optimization module, which carries out potential scenario generation and selection of the optimal solution. Optimal operational signals and schedules are generated through interactions between the simulation and optimization modules in polynomial time ( Figure 3 ). Moreover, this can be linked to a dynamic operating environment to receive live system conditions and feedback in order to react to external events. Finally this should be implemented in an iterative manner to cover the rolling CTH and assure continuous management. Details of the individual modules are described as follows.
Simulation Module
The lack of existing modelling approaches to comprehensively represent behaviors of individual component is addressed through the application of state based models. Developed state charts represent transient characteristics of individual states and their interdependencies by different types of transitions (Ghadimi et al., 2014a) . This enables a comprehensive coverage of existing non-linearities and state-based constraints.
The inclusion of a message transfer capability as well as dedicated transitions in developed models enables the system to interact with the dynamic operating environment. This is achieved through the integration of two-way message sending and receiving ports that satisfy communication requirements between multiple system components. This addresses the inflexibility of existing modelling approaches, as they are subject to predefined trajectories and are unable to handle operating environment dynamics. Applied models have been developed and validated in previous studies by the authors to represent system behaviors over short time intervals (Ghadimi et al., 2014a) .
Finally, the application of a simulation module enables tracking of the system's operational history and the impact of previous decisions to update problem formulation. Dynamic variables, such as utilization rate, number of state switches and remaining unavailability time are defined to address this requirement. Moreover, the simulation module's forward looking capability can take into account the impact of different operational scenarios and the associated system evolution over the CTH. Consequently any decision will be made with respect to the past decisions as well as a forecast of future system condition. Altogether the aforementioned advantages should guarantee mechanical integrity and reliability of models along with a timely representation of real systems.
Optimization Module
The objective of this study is the real-time economic dispatch of energy system along with a unit commitment guarantee. Firstly the optimization module incorporates high-level energy balance equations to assure consistent energy supply (Ghadimi et al., 2014b) . This module also addresses the real-time modeling requirement by examining short time steps. Finally the module generates optimal scenarios based on defined objectives and selects the optimal solution from a generated search space.
Methodology Logic
The following flowchart illustrates the logic behind the applied methodology as a closed loop, which enables an www.ccsenet.org/mas Modern Applied Science Vol. 9, No. 2; iterative implementation of the proposed methodology.
Figure 4. Interaction logic between simulation and optimization modules
In this case each step is executed either in the simulation (S) or optimization (O) module, which are linked to each other. The following sections will provide greater insight into each step.
Methodology Run Initiation
The methodology is initiated by checking all underlying assumptions and constraints based on user-defined parameters. As a result, the execution of this step guarantees correct model construction before methodology run.
Problem Formulation Update
As the first step of the closed loop methodology, dynamic operational constraints are updated based on the system's operational history to reformulate the economic dispatch problem accordingly. Moreover, this step can be linked to the forecast system, in which potential energy demand of the next CTH is simulated (Herrmann, Thiede, Kara, & Hesselbach, n.d.; Müller, Stock, & Schillig, 2014) . This should be achieved by taking into account a set of updated production schedules, which determines updated energy demand profiles. The latter would enable concurrent integration of the production plans with associated energy demand and supply.
Static Optimization
At this step, static optimization is carried out to generate optimum dispatch solutions for individual time steps along the CTH, subject to unit commitment constraints (Ghadimi et al., 2014b) . Moreover, ramp up/down rate constraints between two successive time steps are taken into account at this step. The model has been modified to overcome the inability of existing approaches to comprehensively represent this constraint for short time intervals (Arroyo & Conejo, 2004; Carpaneto, Cavallero, Freschi, & Repetto, 2006; Dillon, Edwin, Kochs, & Taud, 1978; Lee, Lemonidis, & Liu, 1994) . Hence three binary variables and two groups of ramp rates are introduced. These consist of an operation indicator variable (V), in which 1 indicates that optimal generator operation is achieved when it is at on mode and 0 is set when it is optimal to be off. The two other binary variables are state switch indicators (Y), which indicate an off to on state switch (start-up) and Z, which indicates an on to off state switch (shutdown). In addition, specific ramp rates ( and ) are introduced alongside existing ramp rate constraints ( and ) to enable a state switch to off or on mode from any applied load at short time intervals ( Figure 5 ).
Step 7 2015 Figure 5. Short-time interval modelling of ramp rate constraint and associated variables
Methodology Run Coordinator
The following equations describe how the model represents the aforementioned constraints:
In which , and are variables that represent energy demand, purchased electricity from the grid and applied load to the CHP system at time step i with t duration.
indicates previous step's (i-1) applied load on the generator. Moreover is rated capacity of the CHP system with defined upper bound ( ) and lower bound ( ) operational constraints. This optimization problem results in a mixed integer linear program (MILP) that is solved by branch and cut algorithms and can be expanded to cover multiple energy supply options (Currie & Wilson, 2012) . Figure 6 illustrates information flows between the next two steps of the proposed methodology, which are linked to this step and result in optimal operational signals. At the current step, optimal state switch signals (Y and Z) are generated for individual time steps along the CTH regardless of interdependencies between time step decisions. Following this, the scenario matrix (S) is developed, which covers all the potential combinations of generated signals for the integrated components. At this step, based on generated scenario matrix (S), a simulation of energy system operation along the CTH is performed (Figure 4) . The latter will generate the associated availability matrix (A) of all the integrated components for individual scenarios and in line with the most recent dynamic operational constraints that contain information from the energy system operational history ( Figure 6 ). Figure 7 illustrates samples of generated A, based on S passed from step two. For example, in case 1 there is no state switch scenario, so the generator will be available along the updated CTH. However in case 2 a switch-off signal at time 17:15 will result in the unavailability of the generator to pass associated cooling down, block and start-up time. Finally, case 3 illustrates the capability of the methodology to take into account the system operation history. In this case the generator is unavailable, as it has been switched off as a result of previous decisions and there is a remaining time to become available, which is encompassed as a dynamic variable. 
Step 2 Static Optimization
Step 3 Energy System Simulation
Step 4 Dynamic Optimization and Scenario Evaluation And Where Where Implementation of the generated S through the simulation module enables the rapid examination of a large number of scenarios prior to actually implementing a particular decision in the real environment.
In addition, the associated state switch cost for individual scenarios is simulated and assigned to each scenario at this step of the methodology.
Dynamic Optimization and Scenario Evaluation
At this step, element-wise multiplication of generated S and A matrices (  S A ) will merge the potential scenarios with associated availability of individual generators (Figure 6 ). Thereafter, based on the generated  S A and the state switch cost from the previous step, a linear objective function arises subject to linear equality and inequality constraints. This is solved for individual scenarios by using linear programming (Currie & Wilson, 2012) . As a result, this step covers potential scenarios, the availability of the generators in addition to the interdependency between all individual time steps along the CTH.
Moreover, the optimization module evaluates resulting scenarios and selects the one that satisfies the minimum objective function value. Finally, a matrix (L) is generated, which contains optimal operational signals along the control period (CP) for individual components based on the selected scenario ( Figure 6 ). Consequently although the optimization performed at step two generates optimal operational values for individual time steps, final optimal values are determined by dynamic optimization and scenario evaluation over the CTH at this step. The proposed two-step optimization approach can minimize the search space as a static optimization outcome is used to guide optimum search among all the potential scenarios (Carpaneto et al., 2006) .
State Switch Scheduler
The simulation module is also used as a tool for optimal scheduling of state switches by backward calculation based on the optimal scenario selected in the previous step and the presence of state switch signals (Figure 4) . This considers the sequence of the states and generates appropriate schedules to ensure on-time shutdown or start-up. The latter is also performed with respect to dynamic operational constraints by taking into account the system history. For instance, warm or cold start up conditions can be checked with regards to the last state switch time that will assure reliable start-ups in a dynamic fashion.
Dynamic Constraint Set
Optimal operational signals and state switch schedules are implemented during the next control period. Moreover dynamic operational constraints are updated at this stage to be passed to the next run of the methodology (Figure 4 ).
Methodology Run Coordinator
This step is designed to handle the linkage between two consecutive methodology runs. The events at this step are responsible for passing all the generated information to the next run.
Simulation Run Manager
Finally, the simulation run manager is integrated to continuously oversee the execution of the methodology and synchronize it with respect to real system conditions (Figure 4 ). For instance, in case the running time of the methodology takes more than specified constraints, it should generate operational signals in a way that only unit commitment and system reliability is addressed. Moreover external events can be managed at this step along the methodology run.
In summary the proposed methodology decomposes the operation management problem by explicitly modeling, optimizing and scheduling the dispatch problem. This decentralized solution should enable comprehensive modelling, reduce problem complexity and achieve fast problem solving for real-time application without compromising on required reliability.
Implementation
The proposed methodology is capable of being applied iteratively to track a changing optimum as closely as possible in a continuous manner. Figure 8 illustrates the application of the proposed methodology in a closed loop form. As shown in Figure 8 , the core methodology (RISO) is applied at time instant (i) to generate the optimal operational signal matrix (L) for time steps along the control period i+CP to i+2*CP (Figure 8 -a) . This is done in relation to most updated operational constraints based on the system operation history (Figure 8 -b) . On the other hand, the future state of the energy system is taken into account by utilizing the forward-looking capability of the simulation module along the CTH. For instance, operational signals for the upcoming control period (i+CP to i+2*CP) are generated with regards to the system forecast up to i+CTH (Figure 8 -c) . Finally, optimal operational signals for time steps between i+CP to i+2*CP (L) are implemented (Figure 8 -d ) and the next methodology run for control period i+2*CP to i+3*CP is triggered at i+CP (Figure 8 -e) . As a result, the methodology runs are synchronized with real-time system operation in a continuous manner over the rolling CTH. The next section describes the application of the proposed methodology by using a real industrial case.
Case Study
The Anylogic simulation package and MATLAB optimization software were used in order to demonstrate the applicability of the proposed methodology. Energy demand data for the studied manufacturing plant was collected and used as the energy demand forecast over the course of two weeks with 15 seconds resolution to achieve a more realistic outcome. The plant's existing on-site energy system consists of two reciprocating engine-based CHP systems, grid interconnection and a boiler. The studied CHP system operates under an electrical load following (ELF) operational strategy in which the engine will be switched on when the demand exceeds 300kW over five minutes and switches off when the demand is lower than this threshold for the same duration. Consequently the system functions subject to a fixed operational strategy, which is modelled in the simulation environment. This is used as a baseline scenario to evaluate potential outcomes from the application of the proposed methodology, which aims for economic dispatch of integrated options. The latter is developed based on validated models of the integrated components at the manufacturing plant and previous studies of the authors (Ghadimi et al., 2014a) .
Results and Discussion
In this section, advantages of the proposed methodology are compared with the baseline scenario through analysis of the simulation outcomes. This has been carried out based on two weeks of manufacturing plant operation under the proposed methodology, in which selected time frames are used to illustrate individual advantages compared to the baseline scenario. Finally several objectives are evaluated and compared for the same time frame subject to 15 seconds data resolution, 2 minutes control period and 10 minutes CTH duration.
In this case the following figure illustrates 45 minutes of power demand fluctuations for the studied manufacturing plant. Outcomes from the operation of CHP under the baseline scenario and proposed methodology are also shown. It can be seen that the proposed approach has a quicker and more reactive response with regards to power demand fluctuation whereas the baseline scenario shows noticeable latency. Consequently under the proposed methodology and based on the forecasted power demand, integrated generators can response optimally. This is associated with the look-ahead capability of the proposed methodology in capturing system dynamics along the CTH. Several scenarios are defined to illustrate the sensitivity of the proposed methodology in taking into account this capability, in addition to optimal operational signal generation in case there is more flexibility in system operation in the case of storage system presence or opportunity for energy market participation ( Figure  10 ). shows CHP output under the baseline scenario whereas the two other rows are subject to the proposed methodology ( Figure 10 c-d-e-f). It can be seen that using the proposed methodology ( Figure 10 c-d) , the operational signals are set optimally as compared to the baseline scenario where the CHP output is only reactive to instantaneously applied loads (Figure 10 a-b) . This is achieved by optimal ramping up and down in response to upcoming fluctuations of the power demand and subject to existing operational constraints. Moreover, the third row (Figure 10 e-f) illustrates the outcomes under a defined scenario, which is subject to high electricity charges. Consequently the operational signals are set to eliminate grid electricity consumption by increasing the CHP output to cover the whole power demand as compared to the scenario in the second row (Figure 10 c-d) . This is in contrast with the baseline strategy, which has the same CHP output as low electricity charges ( Figure  10 a-b) as it doesn't take into account the charges associated with other energy supply options. The latter illustrates the sensitivity of the methodology to manage CHP output as a controllable energy supplier with regards to other potential options. This can add greater value under real-time pricing (RTP) of the energy market, presence of multiple energy suppliers and utilization of energy storage options. Consequently under the proposed methodology, generators can optimally manage their ramp up/down to achieve defined objectives subject to existing constraints.
Furthermore, an advantage of the proposed methodology over CHP state-switch control is illustrated in the following figure. In this case, subject to the baseline scenario, the engine's state switch (on/off) is triggered solely based on the level and duration of power demands (ELF operational strategy), however it is not an economical approach (Figure 11 ). Figure 11 . CHP state switch subject to baseline and RISO operational strategy
In contrast, subject to the proposed methodology, the CHP operates so as to avoid extra grid or associated state switch charges. This is achieved by taking into account the power demand forecast along the CTH in addition to charges associated with other potential energy supply options. Consequently this evaluates if state-switch satisfies the minimum objective values along the CTH or not.
Finally, the methodology is capable of efficiently scheduling the engine's start-ups and shutdowns. This is illustrated based on the defined scenario in the following figure. In this case, the proposed methodology foresees the power demand increase and receives a state-switch signal, which triggers and schedules the engine's start-up at time step 35. This is in contrast with the baseline scenario with latency, in which the system is dependent on power demand monitoring for a specific duration to be triggered at time step 100.
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The CHP operation subject to RISO and baseline scenarios is illustrated over one week in figure 13 in order to evaluate the overall performance of the on-site energy system. In addition, the equivalent environmental impact (CO2e) and primary energy consumption (kWh) are calculated to give more insight into different aspects of the proposed operational strategy. Figure 13 . CHP output subject to baseline and RISO operational strategies over one week It can be observed that purchased electricity charges can play a vital role in the optimal economic operation of the on-site energy system. In this case, the engine switches to off mode under RISO application to prevent additional operation cost even though during off-peak charge hours the power demand is high.
The following plot (Figure 14 ) compares selected economic, environmental and energy consumption indicators over a week for one engine. In this case, under RISO, the economical dispatch results in lower energy charges (Figure 14-a) . However, the environmental impact (Figure 14 -h) and primary energy consumption (Figure 14-g ) are increased. The latter is due to a higher share of electricity supply through grid interconnection, subject to RISO (Figure 14-f) , which is mainly generated by coal-fired power plants with high levels of environmental Finally it should be noted that selection of the parameters that relate to methodology implementation could be critical. In this case, resolution of input data, in addition to the duration of the control period and the CTH should be identified accordingly. These should be analysed and set for individual systems, as each have their own specific demand and supply characteristics. For instance, the duration of the CTH should be matched with the longest start-up or shutdown time to guarantee optimal state switch triggering. On the other hand, resolution of the incorporated data will define precision with which decisions may be made. Finally a trade-off to select the best values is required as all these parameters can impact the time that is required to run the methodology. This should guarantee continuous application where execution time of the methodology should be lower than the control period.
In our case study, computational statistics for individual methodology runs were as follows. Static optimization with five decision variables, three binary variables and eighteen constraints for 40 time steps took on average 0.0016 seconds. Dynamic optimization with eighty decision variables, two hundred and thirty eight constraints took 0.0007 seconds to reach an optimal result. In total, each run for an individual iteration took an average of thirteen seconds and this will allow real-time implementation. These results have been achieved on an Intel® Core™ i5-2500 CPU @ 3.3GHZ system with 4096 Mb memory.
Conclusion
Whereas efficient use of on-site energy generation options is currently limited to optimal sizing and static operational strategy selection, this paper proposed a methodology to facilitate autonomous operational management of the controllable options in a dynamic fashion. The developed real-time integrated simulation and optimization methodology ensures a reliable and intelligent control strategy, which can be applied iteratively in dynamic operating environments. The latter outcome is accomplished through the integration of simulation and optimization modules to facilitate coverage of concurrencies, hierarchical arrangements and interdependencies between components.
Using this approach, reactive models of potential components, which can take into account operational states and associated transitions, have been developed. These models also overcome the shortcomings of existing approaches in providing for real-time applicability and communication requirements. Consequently the models represent component behavior in short time intervals and can also be linked to the dynamic operating environment in order to receive feedback and to react to external events. This is in contrast with time driven systems. Additionally, the proposed approach considers both system history and a forecast of its operation along the control time horizon. The aforementioned advantages would guarantee reliability of the models in representing both the component and system levels of operation. In addition, optimal operational signals are generated via an optimization module that generates potential scenarios and selects the optimal solution to www.ccsenet.org/mas Modern Applied Science Vol. 9, No. 2; guarantee minimum dispatch costs. Finally, optimal state switch schedules are developed accordingly.
Consequently the problem is decomposed into sub-problems at different levels and modules to avoid the complexity associated with pure mathematical modelling approaches. The latter minimises modelling overload and makes the problem computationally inexpensive to be executed iteratively in real-time without compromising model reliability as compared to existing approaches.
Finally, this study illustrates the potential outcomes of the proposed methodology in the presence of dynamic operational constraints when compared to a baseline scenario in which the CHP system is operated under a static operational strategy. Consequently this study integrates the essential requirements for real-time operational management of on-site energy systems. This will result in improved stability in the presence of external events and operating environment dynamics, as well as scalability and complex problem handling that should lead to optimal and on-line decision-making.
Further research will be conducted in circumstances where the energy system becomes more complex in the presence of multiple generating options, such as renewable energy with intermittent output and energy storage technologies. Moreover, real-time data should be integrated into the problem formulation. 
